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Drop down menu html css templates

A clean and well structured drop-down menu helps navigate visitors through a website/app, limit their choices and save screen space easily. So, it is often used for website/app navigation bars, search bars or tab bars to improve UX. But for UI/UX designers, the real challenge is how to keep them simple, efficient and
attractive enough. In this article, Mockplus has rounded up the top 40 clickable and hovering drop-down menu design examples and best practices for you to get inspired and create distinctive drop down menus for your websites/apps with ease. Many drop-down menu designs for navigation bars, search bars, tab bars,
and even floating buttons or icons are included for your inspiration. 30 Best Drop Down Menu Design Examples for Your Inspiration 1. ConverseConverse is an online fashion website that sells shoes, clothing and gears. Its clickable drop-down menu has an awesome 2-column drop-down menu to guide users. Rich hover
effects are provided to help users choose their desired menu items easily. 2. Santa CruzSanta Cruz is an online bike shop that has a pretty creative drop-down menu that displays different bikes with pictures. Website visitors can easily have a little insight into what they will see in this store. It's a great idea for all online
shopping sites to follow to improve ux. 3. Helias Oils Helias Oils is a pure essential oil site that also has a compelling drop-down menu paired with product images. It also uses nice hover effects and wavy transitions to attract users. 4. Whirling CSS3 Drop Down MenuWhirling CSS3 Drop Down Menu is a unique drop-



down menu template easily created with CSS. When you hover on the top menu items, the submenu items will appear with a cool whirling effect. If you are interested, just click on the tutorial link to read more. 5. Lion BurgerLion Burger has a very eye-catching button-like drop-down bar. The submenus are made with
distinct hover effects. In addition, the red button objects and white texts really work perfectly on the dark side background.6. CSS3 Slide Drop Down Box MenuCSS3 Slide Drop Down Box Menu is another nice drop-down menu navigation menu template that has a very cool sliding effect. When you hover on a menu item,
a thumbnail will appear and the related submenus will slide out to the right/left smoothly. You can also click on the bottom link to view its CSS tutorial.7. Responsive Drop Down Navigation MenuResponsive drop down navigation menu comes from a Bootstrap recipe site template. Its drop-down menu consists of three
column submenus to showcase recipe categories. A significant image slider on the right side also helps users choose the right recipe quickly. 8. Drop Down Menu BryanDrop Down Menu Bryan is a smart multi level drop down menu. Users can easily hover on an upper item to show off all objects step by step. It is perfect
for websites that have very complex navigation systems. 9. PopSocketsPopSockets are a beautiful beautiful phone shopping site and its drop-down navigation menu uses colorful illustrations to present their products, making an impressive visual appeal. 10. Minimal Drop Down Menu ExplorationMinimal Drop Down Menu
Exploration is a cool, minimalist drop-down menu navigation. All its main menu items have been simplified into very narrow color bars. When hovering on them, the submenu items will pop up to guide users around. A perfect example for you to build a minimalist website. 11. Creative Drop Down Menu with Icons Creative
Drop Down Menu with Icons is a clean and well-designed drop-down navigation menu. It has a very trendy blue &amp; white color scheme. And each submenu item is well structured and has very striking stroke icons. 12. Zenith Arena De Lille Drop Down MenuZenith Arena De Lille Drop Down Menu is specially made for
a multifunctional indoor arena. Since all of their events are scheduled by months, users can easily click to show or hide the entire month event list and select their desired one to show details. 13. SkySmile Drop Down MenuSkySmile Drop Down Menu uses a gradient background to stand out the drop-down menus. And
the blue color scheme also works perfectly with the background of the website. 14. Minimal Drop Down Menu InteractionMinimal Drop Down Menu Interaction is a very classic drop-down menu for a floating icon button. When hovering on the button, a drop-down menu made up of icons will show up to offer your various
navigation choices. It's perfect to help you create a minimal mobile app.15. Mobile App Drop Down MenuMobile App Drop Down Menu is another great example that designers can follow to create a large drop-down menu for minimal mobile apps. It not only uses icon submenu items but also has a very creative sliding
effect to display options vividly.16. Notification Drop Down Box DesignDrop Down Box Design is an excellent drop down design for minimalist websites to showcase notification news. When users hover on the top message icon, a drop-down box will immediately appear to show various message news. The related times,
people, and news keywords will also appear for them to scan quickly.17. Notification Drop Down MenuDrop Down Menu is another beautiful drop-down menu made for notification icon buttons. Unlike the previous example filled with images and information, this notification drop-down menu has a very minimalist look and
uses cute cat illustrations and bright pink colors to grab visitors' eyes. 18.HTML Drop Down Menu AnimationHTML Drop Down Menu Animation is specially made for minimalist websites to show/hide their navigation menus. It has a unique slow releasing animation. It also provides users with HTML/CSS/JS codes. If you
are interested, you can directly copy and paste codes to your design for faster and easier development. 19. About Us Drop Down Menu AnimationAbout Us Drop Down Menu Animation is a drop-down menu made for the About Us section. It has been smartly pops out animation. And each submenu item is designed with
a flat icon to help users capture object information easily. 20. Interactive drop-down menus Interactive drop-down menus are a drop-down menu made for a filter field. After popping out, users can easily choose filter options, such as home type, bedroom, and amenities, etc, to search for their desired results. It's a nice
example of how to design interactive drop-down menus for search/filter bars. 21. Shop Drop Down MenuShop Drop Down Menu uses icons only to present different product categories. 22. Mini Cooper Mini Cooper is a cool car site that uses a well designed drop-down navigation menu. It has rich submenus styles and
hovers effects.23. Board StarBoard Star is an online snowboard ing store. Its drop-down navigation menu has a distinctive retro design style and uses intuitive list and card designs to provide different product options. 24. Porsche Porsche is another stylish car site that uses a brilliant drop-down navigation menu. When
you hover on a car, the relevant image will appear on the right side, allowing you to have a quick picture of the car in advance. 25. Audi Audi is a well known car website that uses an intuitive drop-down navigation menu. Like Porsche, its drop-down submenus use car images. However, it also has a very different and
effective layout for presenting car details. 26. Sony Play StationSony Play Station has an excellent clickable drop-down navigation menu and all its submenus are made with creative bold icons. A perfect example for creating a compelling icon menu. 27. Mr Clean Mr Clean offers various clean products and solutions. Its
official website uses a wonderful drop-down navigation menu consisting of product images and short labels. 28. KFC KFC uses a vertical drop-down menu to help you navigate around. Submenu animation is also very cool. 29. Taco BellTaco Bell can help users find delicious menus or nearby shopping shops quickly
online. Its website has an amazing page navigation bar that uses vertical drop-down menus. 30.Bern Tourism Bern Tourism is a travel website that can help visitors find top events, attractions, and activities in Switzerland. It uses a multi-level drop-down menu with a smart tab bar. 10 Drop Down Menu Best Practices You
should followAfter looking at all these drop-down menu examples, you may want to know what the whole thing makes a good drop-down menu and what tips you should follow to create a good drop-down menu. So, we've also collected 10 of the best practices for drop-down pattern to explain what tips you should follow to
create a more useful, effective drop-down design quickly: 1. Keep menus under two levels deepToo long or complicated drop-down menus can be cumbersome to users, and sometimes even make them lose on the menu. So, you should always keep the drop-down menus for two levels deep. Take the Slack site as an
example, it uses a two-level drop-down menu to present the resource resource resource clear and intuitive. Of course, if you really need a menu with more than two levels, a hover or selection effect can help you guide users' focus, so they can find the desired menus options quickly. For example, WooCommerce uses
smart hover effects to display the step-by-step menu items. 2. Create a clear and well-structured drop-down menusWhen designing a drop-down menu, with a clean, well-structured and readable item list is very important. To achieve this, you should consider many factors, for example, a readable font, clear typography,
enough spacing, and also a neat structure / layout, etc. On the Music equipment website below shows how to create a well structured horizontal drop-down menu using different fonts, font sizes, colors, icons and layouts: 3. Add hover or selection effects to stand out menu itemsTo create an effective drop-down menu,
you should add one, two or more hover or selection effects to guide users. For example, when hovering on the below football drop-down menu, a light blue background and the white icon will pop up to highlight your focused menu item. This helps you find the desired menu items quickly. Also note that you should always
focus on the closing time of a hover effect. Too long or short both can cause concern for users. 4. Use icons or images to enrich your drop-down menus There is no fixed way to design a drop-down menu. Aside from using different fonts, typographies, and colors, you can still add custom icons and images to enrich your
menus. As the below JetBlue website does, you can still use rich images, icons and texts to create a more appealing and effective drop-down menu. 5. Keep menu styles consistent When designing a drop-down menu, you should use similar menu styles, backgrounds, and images so that the entire menu acts as a single
unit. Take the dell computer web site below as an example. It uses two-level drop-down menus with the same text and image styles to engage visitors. 6. Gray ing out inaccessible menu itemsWhen certain products or services are in stock or not available temporarily, blindly remove the relevant menu items may break
the entire layout, making it worse for users to view and navigate. At this moment, you can gray them out right away to avoid any problems. Instantly graying out menu items will not affect the entire layout, spares you more time to process the inaccessible options. 7. Add fast dropdown animations You can also add fast
dropdown animations (like a sliding, fading, jumping, or swirling animation) to engage users. For example, below mediate mall site uses an eye-catching sliding animation to engage users: 8. Use the semi-transparent background to out your menusTo stand out from your drop-down menu, you can use a semi-transparent
background. Below Econsultancy website uses a semi-transparent background to select the entire drop-down menu easily: 9. Use a different background color to select your menus instead of semi-parent backgrounds, a one the menu background also helps to keep the drop-down menus different from the background.
And this Furniture website provides a great example of how to mark your drop-down menu with a different background color:10. Test drop-down menu regularlyWhat happens, you should also always test the drop-down menus regularly to ensure that things go well all the time. Overall, we hope that these creative
examples and best practices can inspire you. How to make a drop down menu? If you still don't know how to make a drop-down menu from scratch, here are two ways available:1. Create a drop-down menu with an HTML/CSS templateFor UI/UX designers, the quickest way is to use a drop-down menu design template.
There are many HTML/ CSS templates available online. You can freely search for one based on your own needs. 2. Create a drop-down menu with a design toolHow you don't need a template, you can use a design tool to visualize your menu ideas instead. Mockplus, an all-in-one product design platform, is a great
option for you. It allows you to prototype your drop-down menus, add interactions, test, share, and handoff with ease online. Wrap Up A well-designed drop-down menu helps improve UX effectively. We hope that these best drop-down design examples, best practices and design tips can help you create a great
website/app easily. Easy.
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